W I N T E R 2 0 0 9 Parsons Mounted Cavalry was founded by three Class of ’ 7 4
cadets who dreamed of re s u rrecting an A & M tradition. The members share glory
as well as grunt work: caring for their equipment, animals and facilities. To d a y ’s
c a v a l ry supporters hope that growth in the endowment will eventually cover all
of the gro u p ’s operational expenses and capital impro v e m e n t s . See page 1 6 for the
full story.
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Turning Adversity Into Opportunity
By now you should be sick of news about the financial crisis, but as donors and
friends of the Texas A&M Foundation, I owe you continued updates of how this
critical situation affects our organization and the university.
Many of you received my November letter that mentioned our response to
this decline. To quickly recap, the Texas A&M Foundation initially trimmed its
budget by about 14 percent, and we continue to hold down costs. We are not
under an absolute hiring freeze, but we are carefully evaluating each opening to
determine the impact of either delaying the hire or eliminating the position.
At the Foundation we closely track giving trends. There is a definite correlation between trends in financial markets and charitable contributions. Since
1971, we’ve seen a positive correlation between the Foundation’s contribution
totals and the Dow Jones Industrial Average. As one goes up, the other follows
and vice versa. That’s the bad news.
The good news is that giving to the Foundation actually has increased for
the fiscal year-to-date through Dec. 31, 2008. In fact, gifts for 2008 total $44.4 million versus $41.7 million for the same period in 2007. This is in part due to one
$17 million real estate gift we booked in July. Without this gift, giving would be
down about 34 percent year-to-date, slightly more than the Standard & Poor’s
500. Unless we receive another unusually large gift, contributions for the full fiscal year ending June 30, 2009, probably will decrease.
As you would anticipate, the Foundation’s total assets experienced a significant decrease in the last quarter of 2008. In fact, our total assets were $1.38 billion
at the close of the 2008 fiscal year (June 30) and by Dec. 31, 2008, they declined
20 percent to $1.12 billion.
Our team of experts does not focus on short-term, tactical investment decisions. They instead look for undervalued assets and market dislocations to provide
opportunities for enhanced, long-term returns. A healthy cash reserve and diversification give us the capacity to think long-term. This may seem like the worst
of economic times, but in reality it provides certain investment opportunities
that we are using to our advantage.
Enough about finances. I hope you will find the stories inside this issue of
Spirit magazine a testament to the generosity, opportunity and hope that Texas
A&M University represents. The economy will recover. In the meantime, we will
continue to develop the spirit and mind of A&M on your behalf.
And a final note: Sta rting with this issue of Spirit, you will notice that a few art icles are flagged as “Web Extras.” Follow the links to our Web site (giving.tamu.edu)
to watch short videos related to these topics that further explore the people and
places of Aggieland.
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North Star Archaeological Research Program
breaks new ground on the earliest humans in
the Americas. » p.22
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Dr. Jay Humphrey is advancing cardiovascular
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Linda Biel ’86 aims to nurture leaders.
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Change Your Beneficiary
and Change a Life

TheLegacy

To discuss how a planned gift to
the Texas A & M Foundation might
benefit you and your family,
please contact Glenn Pittsford ’72
in the Office of Gift Planning at
g-pittsford @ tamu.edu or (800)
392-3310. We will describe how
such plans work and provide
personalized illustrations. We
also consult with you and your
advisers throughout the process
as you consider and implement
a charitable gift.

Throughout her career, Linda Biel ’86
has excelled at marketing and business
development in positions that have
taken her all over the world. By designating the Texas A&M Foundation as
beneficiary of her individual retirement account (IRA), she pays tribute
to the experiences at Texas A&M University that were crucial to her success.
“It was very easy for me to accomplish this planned gift,” Biel says. “All I
did was contact my account custodian
and change the beneficiary of my IRA
to the Texas A&M Foundation.” By
informing the Foundation of her intent
and providing a copy of the beneficiary
change, Biel is now a Heritage Member
of the A&M Legacy Society.
While pursuing a bachelor’s degree
in industrial engineering, Biel was
active in the Student Government Asso-

Linda Biel ’86 in the Memorial Student Center

ciation and several Memorial Student
Center committees. She served as a
counselor and chairman at Fish Camp,
and was a member of Kappa Kappa
Gamma and Cap and Gown.
Biel says programs like these provide skills in project management, leadership and community involvement.
These opportunities position students
for strong starts to their careers. “When
people were reviewing my résumé,”
Biel says, “they were interested in seeing a combination of my degree, good
grades and involvement in activities.”
Now living and working in New York
City, Biel remains active; she has been
a class agent since 1996.
She made the Foundation the beneficiary of an IRA after speaking with
David Wilkinson, the Foundation’s
East Coast director of major gifts. They
discussed giving opportunities for
A&M through the Foundation as well
as her school experiences.
Biel directed her gift to the Division of Student Affairs to help other
Aggies learn to be leaders and wellrounded members of society, skills that
she acquired at A&M outside the classroom. “It’s something I really care
about, and I just want to make sure
that the variety of programs remains
available, so that every student who
comes to A&M has the same opportunities to benefit from student activities
as I did. Student programs are the
‘secret sauce’ that makes Texas A&M
unique,” she says. 
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OnCampus
San Antonio Company No. 1

2008 Top 10 Aggie 100 Honorees

01. Tesoro Homes and Development

Clay Schlinke ’ 94
San Antonio
02. Latshaw Drilling & Exploration

Trent Latshaw ’ 75
Tulsa, Okla.
03. D&S Factors

Scott Moscrip ’ 93
New Plymouth, Idaho
04. Hotslings Inc.

Kristen DeRocha ’ 96
Dallas
05. Desert Industrial X-Ray

Douglas Frey ’ 77
Odessa
06. River Place Golf Group

Todd Routh ’ 86
Austin
07. Earth Information

Technologies Corp.
Dan Rooney ’ 92
Madison, Wis.
08. Premier Placement Media Ltd.

David Gedeon ’ 96
Cypress
09. Project Solutions

International Co.
Bob Albers ’ 87
Bangkok, Thailand
10. Next IT Corp.

Fred Brown ’ 84
Spokane, Wash.
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Tesoro Homes and
Development Ltd.
of San Antonio
topped the 2008
Aggie 100, a list of
the fastest-growing
Aggie-owned
or
-operated compa- Clay Schlinke ’94
nies. Clay Schlinke ’94 is founder,
president and chief executive officer
of Tesoro, which builds town homes
and fourplexes in San Antonio and
single-family homes in Del Rio.
Schlinke plans to expand into other
Texas and national markets.
“My company is good at evolving
to stay successful,” says Schlinke, who
adds that development and investment
properties are important to Tesoro’s
mix. “Taking specialty courses at Texas
A&M for entrepreneurship benefited
me greatly. If I did not graduate from
this great university, I would not be as
successful as I am today. From my education to the Aggie network, I know
that this is why I have done so well.”
Mays Business School’s Center for
New Ventures and Entrepreneurship,
which encourages entrepreneurially
focused students, faculty and Texas
businesses, announced the list Oct. 31.
Rankings were based on companies’
compound annual revenue growth
from 2005 to 2007. Tesoro Homes’ rate
was 261.51 percent; the 100th-ranked
company had a 25.91 percent rate.

The Aggie 100 had 85 Texas-based
recipients, including 33 from Houston,
15 from the Dallas-Fort Worth area, 12
from the Bryan-College Station area,
10 from Austin and five from San
Antonio. International recipients represented Thailand, France and Mexico.
To nominate a company for 2009, visit
aggie100.com/nominate.
Terror Memorial, Statue Dedicated

Two new landmarks were dedicated
on campus last semester.
The Freedom from Terror Memorial, located at the Coke and Lubbock
streets intersection, honors Aggies who
have given their lives to combat terrorism and who protect the nation from
terrorist attacks. The memorial is a gift
from the College of Architecture’s

Former architecture students dedicated the
Freedom from Terror Memorial in October.

classes of ’68 and ’03; it was designed
by graduate architecture students
Jorge Martinez ’07, David McMillin
’07, Hernan Molina ’07 and Mariano
Ortiz ’07. Their design was chosen
from 27 entries in a 2006 collegewide
competition.
Dedicated on Oct. 17, 2008, the
memorial features a 22-foot concrete
wall with a gap. “The wall is incomplete, like it’s missing something”—the
people who gave their lives to protect
our freedom, McMillin says.
The second new landmark is a lifesize statue of James Vernon “Pinky”
Wilson ’20, who wrote the Aggie War
Hymn. The statue (pictured on page 2)
is located on the west side of the
Sanders Corps of Cadets Center.
Wilson wrote the Aggie War Hymn
lyrics during a lull in fighting in 1918,
when he was serving as a Marine in
France during World War I.
The bronze statue, which depicts
Wilson in his military uniform, is a
gift from Ray Harper of San Angelo.
Harper is a friend of the Wilson family and a Texas A&M supporter.
MSCC to Close for Renovations

The Memorial Student Center Complex (MSCC) will close for renovation
and expansion this August.
Portions of the facility are expected to reopen within 24 to 30 months,
and the entire building is scheduled to
reopen in fall 2012. The facility, dedicated in 1951, was renovated during
the early 1970s and early 1990s. This
next renovation will bring the building up to current standards, and the
expansion aims to better serve the
growing campus community.
Student fees will cover most of the
$100 million cost of the renovation.
Private fundraising efforts are expected
to provide up to $20 million. Contributions already have been made or
pledged by Patricia C. and Weldon D.
Kruger ’53, the Ed Rachal Foundation
and the Class of ’62. (Gifts can be

directed to givenow.tamu.edu by
selecting Student Affairs, Memorial
Student Center and MSC Renovation
& Expansion Project.)
For more about the project, visit
msclivingtradition.tamu.edu.
Aggies Help After Hurricane Ike

Aggies have found many ways to assist
Texas coastal residents whose lives were
disrupted by Hurricane Ike.
About 1,500 Texas A&M University
Galveston (TAMUG) students, or Sea
Aggies, transferred to the College
Station campus for the remainder of
the fall semester after Ike. The Residence Hall Association (RHA) created
RHA Aggie Buddies to pair Galveston
students with College Station Aggies.
Buddies shared information about the
campus and Bryan/College Station,
showed their Aggie spirit, and helped
them find campus resources. Sea Aggies
returned to Galveston this spring.

Advice From the Top

President George W. Bush encouraged Texas A & M graduates to
“pursue the path of service to
find fulfillment beyond measure”
in his Dec. 12 commencement
speech at Reed Arena. Develop a
set of principles and live by them,
he said. If you are “satisfied that
you have done what is right, you
will pass the only test that matters.”
The president’s parents shared the
stage with him, and one additional
bit of advice was to “listen to
your mother.” In concluding, Bush
told students they should emulate
a worthy role model and that his
ideal is his father, 41 st President
George H. W. Bush, who “proved
that success in politics can be
accomplished with decency and
grace.”

Sea Aggie Carlos F. Ruiz ’09 assists in
Galveston cleanup after Hurricane Ike.
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Ryan Surratt ’12 (left), majoring in university studies of leadership, is an Aggie
Buddy to Drew Wilder ’12, a maritime
administration major who was displaced
from the Texas A & M at Galveston campus
by Hurricane Ike.

The Texas A&M Foundation provides the public with the opportunity
to donate online at givenow.tamu.edu
to support two relief funds for
TAMUG: the Hurricane Ike Student
Assistance Fund (for books, tuition,
fees and scholarships to ensure future
academic continuity in times of disaster) and the Hurricane Ike Academic
Assistance Fund (for general academic
needs, including infrastructure, boats,
and faculty and research needs).
The Association of Former Students (AFS) in late October directed
$200,000 to help Sea Aggies replace
essential personal items, textbooks and
other educational resources that were
destroyed when Ike ravaged Galveston
on Sept. 12. The AFS gift came from
donations to its annual fund.
The TAMUG Office of Student
Life on Oct. 25 transported 61 students, staff and parents representing
the College Station and Galveston
campuses to Galveston for a relief
effort. The volunteers logged more
than 300 hours ripping out floors,
clearing debris and removing drywall.
Galveston County Aggie Moms delivered lunches to the workers at 13 sites.
In addition, Texas AgriLife Extension Service rounded up money, food,
fencing and equipment to save livestock
in the Ike-damaged region.

Dr. Jeff Tomberlin and others in
the Department of Entomology are
working together to develop and promote the degree. Some 35 to 40 students have enrolled in the forensic and
investigative sciences major. “The genesis of this program occurred about
10 years ago with the teaching of forensic entomology by Dr. Jim Olson, who
is now retired,” Tomberlin says. The
course “made us aware of interest in
the field.”
Television shows such as CSI, Bones
and NCIS have heightened students’
interest in the field, he adds. “Through
this degree, we broaden their perception of what forensics is and where
their education can be applied. Our
degree represents everything from the
courtroom to the boardroom.”
Tomberlin, an assistant professor,
says there are two degree tracks in
A&M’s program: science, geared
toward medicine or crime scene and
other investigative careers, and pre-law.
Pre-law became important, Tomberlin
says, after a late-1990s Supreme Court
brief stating “that judges and attorneys
need a strong background in science
to better understand the evidence presented in court. We’re meeting that
challenge through the development of
a curriculum that can provide future
attorneys the necessary tools.”

Forensic Program Goes Beyond CSI

In fall 2008 the College of Agriculture
and Life Sciences enrolled its first
freshmen majoring in forensic and
investigative sciences through the
Department of Entomology.
Forensic and investigative scientists
rely on the latest technology and scientific discoveries as they investigate DNA,
chemistry, toxins and more in varied
settings. They draw on information
from an organism’s environment and
ecology — sometimes down to the
molecular level—to analyze and interpret evidence in a range of professions
and industries.
6
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A student measures the spatter of imitation
blood at a simulated crime scene during a class
in forensic and investigative sciences.

Career paths for the future graduates include homeland security, public health and safety, political science,
environmental quality, agriculture,
chemistry, anthropology, physics, computer science and business.
Aggie ‘72 Back on Campus
as VP for Student Affairs

Retired Marine Corps Lt. Gen. Joseph
F. Weber ’72 has returned to Texas
A&M University as vice president for
Student Affairs. The position includes
student government, Memorial Student
Center Complex operations and health
services as well as programs such as
Muster, Silver Taps, The Big Event,
Fish Camp and Parents’ Weekend.
“I was extremely excited and grateful for the opportunity to come back
to Texas A&M and be able to give back
to an institution that did so much in
preparing me for my career.”
Weber’s top priority is to be accessible to students
and interact with as
many as possible.
“I think there’s a
reason the vice presLt. Gen. Joseph F. ident for Student
Weber ’72
Affairs’ house is on
this campus—so I’m available to teach,
advise and be an advocate for students.
My intent is to roll up my sleeves and
go to work. “It’s all about the students.
The student body is what makes Texas
A&M unique.”
After receiving a bachelor’s degree
in zoology, Weber served 36 years in
the Marines. He holds a master’s
degree from the Lyndon B. Johnson
School of Public Affairs at the University of Texas.
Weber and his wife, Brenda ’76,
are the parents of Marine Capt. Clint
Weber ’98 and Julie Anne Sawyer ’01.
New Leader at Bush School

Dr. A. Benton Cocanougher, dean
emeritus of the Mays Business School,

began serving as interim dean of the
George Bush School of Government
and Public Service on Jan. 1.
Cocanougher succeeds retired Army
Lt. Gen. Richard A. Chilcoat, who
left the post for health reasons.
Cocanougher
served as dean of
the Mays Business
School from 1984
to 2001 and most
recently served as
interim chancellor
of the Texas A&M
Dr. A. Benton
Cocanougher
University System.
The search for a permanent Bush
School dean is ongoing.
Vet School Has New Dean

Dr. Eleanor M.
Green is dean of
the College of Veterinary Medicine
and Biomedical Sciences as of March 1.
She moves to Texas
A&M from the UniDr. Eleanor M.
Green
versity of Florida —
Gainesville, where she was professor
and chair of the Department of Large
Animal Clinical Sciences in the College of Veterinary Medicine.
Green succeeds Dr. H. Richard
Adams, who is returning to the faculty
of A&M’s Department of Veterinary
Physiology and Pharmacology.

Munnerlyn Building’s Name
Made Official in Ceremony

Texas A & M University, the College
of Science and the Dwight Look
College of Engineering formalized
the naming of the Charles R. ’62 and
Judith G. Munnerlyn Astronomical
Laboratory and Space Engineering
Building at a Sept. 19 ceremony.
The Texas A & M University System
Board of Regents approved the
name for the building in recognition of the Munnerlyns’ gifts to
Texas A & M . Their gifts, which are
managed by the Texas A & M
Foundation, have helped to fund
three endowed faculty positions in
the Department of Physics as well
as an endowed fund to support
departmental programs and activities. The Munnerlyns also contributed to the Munnerlyn-Heep
Endowed Chair in Quantum Optics.
The building, which sits at the
corner of University Drive and
Asbury Street, will provide laboratories and other research-related
endeavors for A & M ’s astronomy
program; it also will house equipment and facilities pertaining to
outreach efforts in the Department
of Aerospace Engineering. The
building formerly housed the Texas
A & M System Facilities Planning and
Construction Division.
Munnerlyn received his bachelor’s degree in physics from A & M
and holds a doctorate in optical
engineering from the University
of Rochester. He designed and
built the first excimer laser system
for vision correction and founded
VISX Inc., the leading manufacturer
of laser vision correction systems
in the United States.

Dr. Charles R. Munnerlyn ’62
received his bachelor’s degree in
physics from A & M .
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Texas A &M associate professor Sharon GurskyDoyen and graduate student Nanda Grow
caught and released three pygmy tarsiers,
primates thought to have been extinct since 1921.

LabWork
Aggies Offer Plan to Save
Rudder’s Rangers Battle Site

Danny Berger ’08 (left) and Bob
Warden, who led the A &M research
team, use terrestrial laser scanning
equipment to scan the terrain at Pointe
du Hoc, France. From the scanning,
the Aggie team created a 3- D model
of Pointe du Hoc that revealed weaknesses in the cliffs. The model was
used to develop a plan to save the site
from collapse.
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Texas A&M researchers have completed
studies of Pointe du Hoc, France, the
World War II battlefield site where U.S.
Army Lt. Col. James Earl Rudder ’32
led a D-Day charge up the 90-foot cliffs
to fight German soldiers. A memorial
to the 2nd Ranger Battalion that sits
atop the Observation Post Bunker is
in danger because of nearby cliff failures in which large sections of the
cliff collapse.
A&M researchers used laser scanning, geophysical studies and geotechnical analyses to determine failure
mechanisms of the cliff. 3-D models
created from the scanning were used to
perform detailed analyses of the cliff
structure and to tie together data from
geotechnical, geophysical and historical studies.

A&M’s Center for Heritage Con-

servation and its professors as well as
students from the Colleges of Architecture, Engineering and Geosciences
await word from French agencies
whether their remediation plans for
the cliff and bunker will be enacted.
Anthropologists Find Asian Primate
Once Believed to Be Extinct

During 2008 anthropology fieldwork
in Indonesia, Texas A&M associate
professor Sharon Gursky-Doyen and
graduate student Nanda Grow made
worldwide headlines with their capture
and release of three mouse-size primates thought to have been extinct
for eight decades. Gursky-Doyen and
Grow put radio collars on the pygmy
tarsiers after catching them with nets in
misty jungles on the island of Sulawesi.
Pygmy tarsiers received coverage on
MSNBC, ABC radio, National Geographic
and Scientific American online, among
others. There’s even a 224-member
Pygmy Tarsier Fan Club on Facebook.
Primates are the mammal classification that includes monkeys, apes,
lemurs and humans. Pygmy tarsiers —
weighing about 2 ounces, which makes
them among the tiniest primates—
are nocturnal insectivores with claws
instead of fingernails. Their dominant feature is large eyes. “They look
adorable. They have a perpetual smile,”
Gursky-Doyen says, “and they can turn
their heads 180 degrees,” a capability

that enabled one tarsier to nip her as
she attached his radio collar. The researchers caught the first tarsier in
August and continued fieldwork
through early October. The project was
financed by the National Geographic
Society, the Conservation International Primate Action Fund, Primate
Conservation Inc. and Texas A&M.

genomic technologies for accessing
diversity and powerful methods for
detecting even small amounts of
domestic-cattle DNA in bison.
The A&M scientists took DNA
samples from blood and/or hair follicles from more than 4,500 bison in 10
federal herds. Each bison DNA sample
was divided into two portions, with

Texas A & M researchers collected bison DNA that will help preserve the species.

Three A&M Scientists Will Share
Their Large Collection of Bison DNA

For a decade, scientists from Texas
A&M’s College of Veterinary Medicine
& Biomedical Sciences have conducted
genetic studies of the American bison.
And now the DNA samples they collected are being archived for other
scientists’ research.
The A&M scientists—Drs. James
Derr, Natalie Halbert and Joe
Templeton—amassed one of the largest
and most comprehensive collections of
DNA from any wildlife species. Their
genetic studies will help ensure the
long-term conservation of bison,
which were nearly extinct by the late
1880s, by identifying critical issues
affecting germplasm (DNA) integrity
and diversity.
They documented levels of genetic
variation that survived in U.S. federal
bison herds and identified evidence
of hybridization with domestic cattle.
A&M researchers developed new

half staying at Texas A&M for ongoing
research. The other samples are now
with the Museum of Southwestern
Biology, Division of Genomic Resources, at the University of New
Mexico. Museum professionals there
will curate the samples and provide
worldwide access through a Web-based
database to investigators who want to
use bison DNA in their studies.
Building on what was learned
through the bison DNA collection, the
A&M researchers are developing similar genetic technologies to help large
African mammal species. The African
animals are experiencing population
declines similar to what bison endured
more than 100 years ago.

Atmospheric Sciences Students
Keep Tabs on Hurricane Ike

Using equipment at the Eller
Oceanography & Meteorology
Building, nine Texas A & M University
meteorology students tracked
Hurricane Ike for nearly 21 hours in
mid-September. A & M ’s Department
of Atmospheric Sciences is one of
the nation’s few meteorology programs with a 10 -centimeter
Doppler weather radar dedicated to
student use. The Aggies captured
radar images of Ike’s landfall, and
they continued monitoring the
destructive storm as it passed
through Aggieland.
The students ran the department’s Aggie Doppler Radar
(ADRAD) on the building’s roof from
6:42 p.m. Sept. 12 , when Ike landed in Galveston, until 3:36 p.m.
Sept. 13 , except for four hours
Saturday morning as the eye
passed overhead. The students
took various readings that included
sustained winds of 50 mph and
gusts exceeding 60 mph. They also
made forecasts of Ike’s anticipated
movement and intensity.
All of the students who tracked
Ike participate in SOAP , the Student
Operational ADRAD Project, which
investigates storm patterns in
Southeast Texas.

Students snapped this radar image of
Hurricane Ike using Aggie Doppler
Radar, or ADRAD .

For a more in-depth look at Texas A & M ’s
research activity, visit giving.tamu.edu
and click on “publications” to request
copies of Advance magazine, which is
produced by the Division of Research
and Graduate Studies.
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Gifts to the Texas A & M
Foundation Inspire
Spirit and Mind

NewGifts
Moseleys Target Corps, Bush School

Sally and James A.
Moseley ’57 used
gifts of cash and
real estate to fund
two recent $100,000
endowments. The
Houston couple
the
Sally and James A. established
Moseley ’57
Sally and James A.
Moseley ’57 Corps of Cadets 21st Century Scholarship and the Sally and
James A. Moseley ’57 Fellowship last
August. The fellowship is for students
of the George Bush School of Government and Public Service. Moseley says
his profound respect for the university
inspired his gift. He established the
scholarship for the Corps because it
was “the most important part of my
A&M experience. I love the Corps, and
I want it to continue as an integral
part of Texas A&M.” Regarding the
fellowship, Moseley says he admires
former President George H. W. Bush
and “if the Bush School had been
available to me then, I might have
opted for that instead of law school.”
College of Architecture Secures
Endowed Study-Abroad Scholarships

Three Texas A&M alumni have
endowed two scholarships in the College of Architecture. Both support
A&M’s comprehensive Vision 2020 plan,
which promotes study-abroad programs, and also will aid in meeting the
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Texas A&M Foundation’s $300 million
goal for endowed scholarships through
Operation Spirit and Mind.
The Donald B. Austin Scholarship, named for the former head of the
Department of Landscape Architecture & Urban Planning, was created
in September with a $50,000 gift from
Austin-based Land Design Partners.
Austin is a friend and former professor of Land Design’s president, Daryl
Benkendorfer ’82, who serves on the
professional advisory board for A&M’s
landscape architecture program.
This scholarship will be available
to undergraduate landscape architecture and urban planning students for
study abroad during the 2010-11 academic year.
Arnoldo Robelo ’83 established
the Arnoldo Robelo ’83 and David E.
Baker ’83 Endowed Scholarship in the
College of Architecture. Robelo and
Baker, two of the first students of
the college’s study-abroad program in
Italy, endowed the scholarship to
financially support traveling undergraduates with a double major in environmental design and construction
science in the College of Architecture.
The scholarship was established
in September 2008 with a combined
pledge of $30,000 from Baker, a
Houston architect, and Robelo, who
is involved in construction in Miami.
The idea for the scholarship emerged
at a 25-year class reunion.
SM

As juniors, all undergraduate architecture majors are required to spend
a semester away from the A&M campus doing an internship, taking
courses at another university or studying abroad. About 7 percent study
abroad, says Dr. Elton Abbott, assistant dean for special projects in the
College of Architecture. “To participate in the global economy, we would
desire that a much higher percentage
of our students study abroad. But
many qualified students are unable
to go abroad due to financial constraints,” he says.
The change of setting provides
real-world experience with exposure to
timeless buildings and urban spaces,
Abbott says, often awakening a creative spark that students carry into
their professions.
Hanings Endow Opportunity Awards

In fall 2009, two Aggie undergraduates
will be the first recipients of Lila L.
and Charles R. Haning Endowed
Opportunity Awards. The two $25,000
endowments will provide the students
with a stipend each year for four years.
Charles R. “Bob” Haning ’56, who
holds an accounting degree from Texas
A&M, said he and
his wife decided to
give back to his alma
mater in December
2007 in the same
way he had been
helped. “In 1952,
when I went down
Lila and Bob
Haning ’56
to A&M, I received
an Opportunity Award scholarship
for $1,000, or $125 a semester, and it
was a turning point. I wanted to go to
A&M, but wasn’t sure I could afford it.
That scholarship put me over the top.”
Alberses Aid Petroleum Engineering

Mark Albers ’79 and his wife, Cynthia,
have pledged $300,000 to establish
the W. F. and Marilyn Albers Family
Faculty Fellowship in support of Texas

A&M’s petroleum engineering pro-

gram. Mark Albers, a senior vice president of Exxon Mobil Corp. and a resident of The Woodlands, named the
scholarship for his parents. He credits
his dad, W. F. Albers ’47, with inspiring his interest in the oil and gas
industry and Texas A&M. He said his
parents are his heroes for instilling him
with a “strong work ethic and faithbased values.” The fellowship, to be
funded through the Texas A&M Foundation over five years, will support
the teaching, research, service and
professional development of the recipient. The Alberses
previously established the $80,000
Marilyn and W. F. Mark W. Albers
Albers ’47
Scholarship in Petroleum Engineering.
Shepard Gift Assists Biology Majors

Randall Shepard ’71, chief executive
officer of an East Coast ophthalmology
practice, says the College of Science
was a key to his success. Shepard didn’t
receive any scholarships, but could have
used the help; he worked several jobs
to get through school. In appreciation
of the knowledge he acquired while
earning his bachelor’s degree in zoology
from A&M, Shepard has established
the Randall C. Shepard ’71 Endowed
Scholarship in Biology through the
Texas A&M Foundation. His $25,000
gift will support
undergraduate students
pursuing
degrees in biology at
Texas A&M. Since
2000, Shepard has
served as chief executive officer for Eye Randall Shepard ’71
Health Services Inc., a 22-ophthalmologist practice with multiple offices in
Boston’s South Shore area.

Rance ’83 and Cynthia ’84 Richter

Richters Give Back to Mays School

Cynthia and Rance Richter have
made a commitment to fund a
$ 25,000 endowed scholarship for
Mays Business School students.
The Cynthia ’ 84 and Rance ’ 83
Richter Dean’s Endowed Scholarship
is one of many ways the couple
supports Texas A &M . They frequently
attend campus sports events, participate in the Capital City A & M Club
and are sending two children —
Brice ’ 10 and Sarah ’ 12 — to their
alma mater. The Richters are joint
chairmen and chief executive officers of Vanguard Fire Systems in
Pflugerville, which Rance Richter
says is operated according to the
Aggie Code of Honor. “Both Cindy
and I went through Mays,” he says.
“It has helped our careers tremendously, and I hope that I can help
someone else and give back to the
school that gave me so much.”
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Maroon Coats
Student Group Reaches Out
to Former Students and Friends
of the Texas A & M Foundation

OneVoice

Like many Aggies, I am inspired by our former students’
immense pride in Texas A&M University. Last year I had
the pleasure of helping organize the Maroon Coats, a
16-member group of student ambassadors dedicated to
building relationships with former students, donors and
other friends of the Texas A&M Foundation.

Eric Reed ’08 is the Maroon Coats’
first elected president.
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We are one of about 800 campus service organizations, but we are unique
because of our link to the former students who support A&M financially.
My Maroon Coats experiences have
been a great way to build leadership
skills, span the generation gap and
make friends.
When we call or meet with Texas
A&M donors, we benefit by networking with successful Aggies and by polishing our social skills. We travel with
development officers when these Foundation employees meet with former students at their homes or businesses, and
we make telephone calls to donors to
thank them for their generosity to A&M.
During the Foundation’s fall 2008
President’s Endowed Scholarship
reception, we had the chance to interact with many donors to this prestigious program. We escorted several
former students around campus in the
Foundation’s six-seat golf car, telling
them about campus life and showing
off new buildings and renovations.
Even after achieving incredible career
success, most of these former students
consider their time at Texas A&M the

most influential and meaningful of
their lives. It’s gratifying to hear their
stories of the past, and it’s an inspiration to know that the spirit of Aggieland is as strong now as it was then.
That spirit is bound by our shared
character, moral code and integrity.
Their legacy is one of selfless service
to their families, to this university and
to our country. In time, I hope the
Maroon Coats will come to symbolize
these traits.
Beginnings

The idea for the Maroon Coats came
about when Foundation President
Ed Davis ’67 served a year as interim
president of Texas A&M University.
Through his interactions with students, he became aware of an underutilized element of the giving process:
the simple act of meeting with current
students and experiencing the spirit of
Aggieland through them. When Dr.
Davis returned as Foundation president in early 2008, he met with a group
of student leaders to craft the framework for a new approach to giving back
to Texas A&M: the Maroon Coats.

“ At the heart of our
program development
and selection process
were a dedication to
service and the notion
that all students have
the opportunity to
leave this school better
than they found it.”

Michael Schramm ’08 helped organize the Maroon Coats.

I was honored when Dr. Davis
asked me to lead this student initiative.
I selected an advisory board of eight
student leaders, and within three
months we had a name and bylaws.
We focused on enhancing the value of
the Texas A&M Foundation for donors
and friends of the university and on
demonstrating the power and impact
of giving back to fellow students. At
the heart of our program development
and selection process were a dedication
to service and the notion that all students have the opportunity to leave
this school better than they found it.
Texas A&M students with leadership skills and a desire to serve will
always make up the Maroon Coats.
Our current members include the
Memorial Student Center and student
body presidents, a former commander
of the Corps of Cadets, and the Interfraternity Council and Pan-Hellenic

presidents. Members also include a
student who created a nonprofit corporation benefiting cancer patients and
another pursuing graduate degrees in
biomedical engineering.
Ask for Us

I am blessed to have experienced so
many facets of A&M, from Greek life
to student government to CARPOOL,
which provides free, safe and nonjudgmental rides Thursday, Friday
and Saturday nights. I could not have
done any of it without being an Aggie
first. I’m privileged to witness the creation of an organization that will give
students a profound way to make an
impact on A&M.
We encourage former students
and other Aggie supporters to request
our help in any way at Foundationsponsored events or during a visit to
campus. We love what we’re doing and

look forward to getting to know everyone who walks through the door of
the Texas A&M Foundation, located in
the Jon L. Hagler Center on campus.
We are still defining and refining
the Maroon Coats’ role and function,
and this process has its challenges. It’s
tough to get through the initial acceptance stage, but we’re making progress.
Our interactions with donors motivate
us to be part of this organization.
For now, we hope our donors see
the Maroon Coats as an open-door
opportunity, with members happy to
provide any service or answer any
question.
Look for us: We’re easy to spot,
given that members wear maroon
blazers embroidered with the Maroon
Coats logo at all Foundation-sponsored
events. 
—by michael schramm ’08
founder, maroon coats

For more information about the
Maroon Coats, e-mail Schramm
at michael @ tamfmail2.tamu.edu or
visit giving.tamu.edu and search for
“Maroon Coats.”
Shannon Zwernemann coordinates
Maroon Coats’ activities within the
Texas A & M Foundation. She may be
contacted at (800) 392-3310 ,
(979) 845-8161 or shannonz @ tamu.edu.

 w eb ex t r a : giving.tamu.edu/publications
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Mascot Corp. John Busch ’ 11 of Beaumont, a sophomore in Corps of Cadets
Company E-2 , says Reveille VIII is a living tradition worthy of Aggie pride. “She’s
great to take to class. Everyone loves her,” Busch says. “She has 3,000 friends on
Facebook,” the social networking Internet site. Reveille VIII is extremely polite and
will sit, shake and lie down on command. More important, “she had a great season
filled with meeting people like President Bush Sr., Governor Rick Perry and former
A & M coach Jackie Sherrill. And she loved supporting her Aggie football team.”

John Mraz '10 rides Ju nior at Fiddler's Green.
Parsons Mounted Cavalry cadets are required to
rid e at least three hours each we e k .

s p i r i t

i m pa c t

Par so ns M ou nted Cav alr y U p ho l ds Ag g i e Tr ad i ti o ns
o f R es p o nsi b i li ty a nd H ar d Wo rk
AT T E X A S A & M U N I V E R S I T Y, T R A D I T I O N I S A WAY O F L I F E . And one gro u p
of students is leading the way, upholding an extra o rd i n a ry heritage of Texas A &M,
the state of Texas and the Un i t ed States of America. Aggies associate members of
this group with the smells of leather and gunpowder coupled with the sounds of
clanking hooves, rattling wagon wheels and the roar of the crowd as they enter
Kyle Fi e l d. They are the unifo rm ed cadets of Parsons Mounted Caval ry.

A unique spirit of camaraderie, responsibility, loyalty, dedication and hard work
resides within past and present members. The men and women of Parsons exemplify the work ethic of Aggies and horsemen by holding themselves accountable for
m a i n taining their facility, providing training and health care for their 42 h o rses and
mules, and caring for and repairing their tack.
“It’s given me a bet ter work ethic. I repair broken wa ter lines, muck out sta l l s ,
put out hay and clean ta ck,” says Jess Terrell ’10, a construction science major. He’s
the cavalry’s fi rst sergeant, and his brother Gabe is the organization’s commanding
officer. “I’ve learned a lot about horses, horse safety and riding, and I’ve improved
my public speaking. I speak at new-student conferences and other events where
there are hundreds in the audience.
“But the main thing is that Pa rsons Mounted Cav a l ry has helped me to direct
and lead others, getting them to work and training them.”
Bob Byrns ’74, cavalry site manager and adviser, agrees. “Parsons Mounted Cavalry is a dynamic, hands-on leadership laboratory. The interactions of horses and ride rs, travel and public appearances, horse husbandry, and facilities and equipment
maintenance provide cadets with imp o rtant life experiences and lessons in responsibility. After graduation, their cav a l ry work will translate into management, leadership, self-motivation and organizational experience. All of their accomplishments
as cavalry members occur within the context of historical importance to Texas A&M.”

arsons Mo u n t ed Caval ry has

Alison Gates '10 assemb les
a ha rness.
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Before World War I, A&M trained cadets in horsemanship and cav a l ry tactics.
At its peak, the school’s cavalry unit trained more than 500 young men. But by
1943, technology made horses obsolete in battle, so cavalry training was removed
from cadet education.
The seeds of a revival were planted in 1972, when yell leaders borrowed hors e s
from a professor and rode them around Kyle Field before the football season’s
opening game. To some, this appeared to be a simple act of youthful behav i o r; to
others, it seemed to be a show prepared only for entertaining the 12th Man. But
three Class of ’74 cadets in the crowd— Michael Collins, Pete Starks and Darrell
Williams—recognized it as an opportunity to resurrect the cavalry tradition. These
cadets took the reins and asked Col. Tom Parsons ’49, commandant of cadets, to
help reestablish the horse cavalry. Parsons gave his blessing, and in return, they
named the cavalry in his honor.
With an entrepreneurial spirit, Collins, Starks and Williams organized, supplied
and even financed Parsons Mounted Cavalry. They elected Collins commanding
officer of the new cav a l ry, which initially was open primarily to Corps seniors who
already owned horses and could assume the cost of transporting them from the A&M
campus to out-of-town games and events.
As news of the cavalry spread, assistance materialized. Dr. John Fritz, an avid
horseman and dean at Dickinson College in Carlisle, Pa., helped supply Stuben
English saddles, blankets and horse leggings. Fritz, a former University of Texas
professor who supported the Corps even before Parsons Mounted Cavalry was
organized, also has shared his knowledge of horsemanship and assisted the cav a l ry
financially. Under his tutelage, the cadets improved their English-style riding skills
and presence as cav a l ry horsemen. Other assistance came from Texas A&M, which
d o n a ted an acre of land and an old barra cks at the Rive rside Campus. A local feed
store supplied complimentary feed for the first six months.

Will Echols '1 1 (left) holds a steady gaze in his cava lry gear.
T he h or ses ha ve a n A g gie u n ifor m of so rts , too (m id dle ).
Matt Bormann '10 (right) visits with fans including Carleigh
S tua rt (f ore gro un d) du rin g a ctiv itie s befo re a 200 8 footba ll
gam e. R yan Wie d '10 pa rticipa tes in a n e xe rcis e.

helped me direct and lead others. S
— Jess Te r rell ’10, C avalry Fi rst S erg e ant
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Like all cadets in the Cavalry,
Cody Koening '11 performs
facility maintenance and
helps care for the animals.

Within a few years, university officials realized the need for a permanent cavalry
facility and donated land on F.M. 2818, now known as Fiddler’s Green. Parsons
Mounted Cavalry cadets then began searching for a suitable barn. They heard
about a fairground in the Houston area where tin barns were being torn down,
so they contacted the landowners, who offered a disassembled barn for free. With
assistance from the Army National Guard, the cadets borrowed two trucks and
hauled the barn components to College Station. Although the 50-year-old barn
came at an unbeatable price, there was one drawback: It required $10,000 worth
of professional assembly to ensure stability. Rancher Billy Bryant footed the bill,
and the red barn at Fiddler’s Green still bears his name in gratitude.
By the late 1990s, it became clear that the cavalry needed sustainable annual
funding in order for its operations to continue. In 1999 , the cavalry — with the
assistance of Gov. Rick Perry ’72, Gen. Thomas Darling ’54, Marcia ’74 and Steve
Dyer ’73 (whose son Trey ’00 was a trooper), and the parents of other Parsons
Mounted Cavalry cadets—began laying the foundation for establishing a permanent endowment for operational expenses and capital improvements.
Today this endowment for long-term operational funding is a source for
roughly 20 percent of the Parsons Mounted Cavalry budget. The cavalry deposits
all donations and profits from its fundraisers into the endowment at the Texas
A&M Foundation. Parsons Mounted Cavalry finances remain a struggle. Raising
the $136,000 annual operating budget to cover veterinary care, travel expenses
and facility maintenance prove daunting for cadets. Although the endowment is
growing, the cavalry operates with an annual deficit. Supporters hope to finance
the group fully with a $3 million permanent endowment. Aggies and horsemen
across the United States have assisted through donations of operational funds,
equipment — such as state-of-the-art aluminum horse trailers and tractors — and
even horses.

lthough the endowment is growi
The troopers get the maximum value from each donation by supplying their
own labor. “We have run electric lines and replaced lights in the main barns,”
Jess Terrell says. “We do repairs and remove brush from fences. And of course we
feed, train and care for our animals.”
The sentiments of Byrns, one of the original cadets who revived the cavalry,
reflect the appreciation all cavalry troopers have for the assistance they’ve received
over the years when he says, “We are truly grateful for all we have. We could not
maintain Parsons Mounted Cavalry without the amazing outpouring of financial
support we are given every year, and we thank each and every person who has
helped us along the way.” 
— by brittany philmon ’07
graduate assistant,
operations & training
office of the commandant
corps of cadets, and
gabe terrell ’09
commanding officer
parsons mounted cavalry

To learn more about how you can support

 we b e x t r a : giving.tamu.edu/publications

(800) 392-3310 or (979) 862-4085

the Parsons Mounted Cavalry, contact:
Brian Bishop ’ 91
Director of Development
Corps of Cadets
Texas A & M Foundation
bishop @ tamu.edu

giving.tamu.edu
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ng, the cavalry ope rates with a deficit. S

Mi cah Van A l sty ne '1 0 a nd Jo hn n y N ee se '1 0 (t op o f pa ge )
lo ok sha rp in t hei r Pars on s Mo un ted Ca va lry un ifo rm s. A t
F i d d l e r 's Green (left), m em bers practice for a review. Cava l r y
ta ck (cen te r) be ar s a d isti nc tive ins ign ia . So ph om o res rid e
o n th e ca nn on Sp ir it of ' 02 .
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Who were the first Americans? Where did they come from? How did they get
here? Were there multiple migrations to the Americas from different parts of the world? How did
these first people colonize an empty continent and develop the diverse cultural traditions that
flourished in the Americas before Columbus? These age-old questions about the initial prehistoric
colonization of the Americas reflect some of the most important topics in American archaeology.
COLLEGE IMPACT

Who Got Here

First?

North Star Archaeological Research Program breaks new ground on the earliest humans in the Americas
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oe Cramer has been captivated by these questions for a lifetime, and he wants the answers.
Cramer worked as a geologist until retiring in
1969 and has since pursued archaeology as an
avocation. He and his wife, Ruth, created the
North Star Archaeological Research Program
in 2002 through the Texas A&M Foundation. It’s associated
with the Center for the Study of the First Americans, which
is housed in the Department of Anthropology in Texas A&M
University’s College of Liberal Arts. The Cramers, who live in
Denver, endowed similar regional research funds at four other
universities. Cramer chose the name North Star because he
felt that this Texas A&M-based program would lead the way
to a new understanding of the first Americans. And it has.
New technology exposes startling find

The North Star Program’s objective is to investigate the earliest archaeological sites in the New World in an effort to
resolve the first Americans debate and expand understanding
of these early people. The emphasis of the North Star Program is on field research—archaeological and geoarchaeological investigations—all funded from the earnings generated by
the Cramers’ permanent endowment managed by the Texas
A&M Foundation.

The North Star Program is in its sixth year, and Drs. Mike
Waters and Ted Goebel —directors of the Center for the
Study of the First Americans—are shining a new light on the
first Americans. The first priority was to properly define the
age of Clovis, a prehistoric culture that for decades was thought
to represent the earliest inhabitants of North America. This
entailed determining when the Clovis people first appeared
and when they disappeared from the archaeological record.
With the help of atomic accelerator radiocarbon technology, North Star researchers were able to get new dates
on many Clovis sites. The new dates, which are more accurate than dates generated 30-plus years ago for these sites,
revealed that Clovis was a short-lived phenomenon, lasting
only 200 years, from 12,900 to 13,100 years ago. This, coupled
with other data, showed that Clovis could not represent the
first people to enter the Americas, forcing archaeologists to
rethink everything about Clovis and the first humans in the
Americas.
The research led to a significant paper that was published
in a cover story of the prestigious journal Science in February
2007. The results also appeared in more than 50 newspapers
worldwide and were featured on National Public Radio and
in many other media outlets. One prominent archaeologist
called this the most significant research on Clovis in more

Michael Waters, director of the North Star Archaeological Research
Program (left), oversees field research funded from the earnings
generated by a permanent endowment managed by the Texas A & M
Foundation. Working in the background is grad student Sunshine
Thomas ’11. Work proceeds slowly, with details of every find
carefully documented.
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than 40 years. American Archaeology magazine called it one of
the “Top 10 Archaeological Discoveries of 2007.” In March
2008, Science published a major review article on the first
Americans by Goebel, Waters and a colleague from Oregon.
Aggies build a new model

Now that the “Clovis-first” model is no longer tenable, the
next mission of the North Star Program is to lead the way in
creating a new model to explain the first humans to inhabit
the Americas.
As a result, the Center for the Study of the First Americans
has teams working on sites that will provide information
about the earliest inhabitants of the Americas, such as the
Hueyatlaco site in Mexico, where hunters of mammoths and
prehistoric horses may have flourished 20,000 years ago. They
also are investigating the Mud Lake Mammoth site in southern Wisconsin, where firm evidence indicates that human
hunters butchered a mammoth 16,000 years ago. A center
team is studying the 14,000-year-old Manis Mastodon site in
Washington, where the point of a bone projectile is embedded
in the mastodon’s rib. Goebel has worked the Bonneville
Estates Rock Shelter site in Nevada for about a decade and
found evidence of the oldest humans in the Great Basin; they
lived about 13,000 years ago, the same time as Clovis. Last
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summer, Goebel surveyed areas of the Bering Strait in Alaska,
and this summer he will return to excavate. Genetic evidence
indicates that the first people in North America migrated from
northeastern Asia, so researchers with the Center for the
Study of the First Americans naturally want to search there.
Closer to home, Waters is excavating the Buttermilk
Creek site near Salado. During summer 2006, a team recovered numerous Clovis artifacts from a buried occupation surface and found artifacts in older deposits below the Clovis
occupation surface. During the summers of 2007 and 2008,
Waters and Texas A&M students returned to investigate the
potentially older layers that could provide evidence of the
earliest people of Texas and the Americas. They discovered
what appears to be firm evidence of a human occupation of
the site about 16,000 years ago, 3,000 years before Clovis.

Chris Bartek ’09 and Rebecca Sager ’04 (below) hold poles called
stadia rods, which measure the depth of the digging. They’re part of
the Aggie archaeology team working at Buttermilk Creek near Salado
in Central Texas. Tom Jennings ’11 (right) will use site data in
his doctoral dissertation. This flake (below right) is one of many
artifacts found at Buttermilk Creek.

Laboratory analyses are evaluating this discovery. Waters plans
to publish his findings this spring.
In just six years, Joe and Ruth Cramer’s vision and generosity have made a significant contribution to knowledge
of the first Americans. Every discovery made by the North
Star Program celebrates their gift to science. The knowledge
generated, and the research results to come, will transform
the view of the first Americans forever. 
—by dr. michael r. waters
executive director
north star archaeological research program
department of anthropology
college of liberal arts

For information about how you can
support the College of Liberal Arts, contact:
John Knudsen
Senior Director of Development
Texas A & M Foundation
(800) 392-3310 or (979) 845-5192

j-knudsen @ tamu.edu
giving.tamu.edu
 w eb extra : giving.tamu.edu/publications

The Great

Debate
For more than 50 years, archaeologists
have argued whether the Clovis people
were the first humans to enter and colonize the Americas.
The Clovis-first model states that
at the end of the last Ice Age, Siberian
hunters crossed the Bering Land Bridge —
the dry land connection between Siberia
and Alaska — into the New World. These
hunters then journeyed southward
through an ice-free corridor between the
ice sheets that largely covered Canada
and emerged somewhere in southern
Alberta by 13,600 years ago. These
people had a distinctive tool kit that
included lanceolate, fluted spear points;
hide scrapers; blades; and other tools.
According to the model, the Clovis people
quickly populated the contiguous United
States, and their descendants rapidly
populated Central America and reached
southernmost South America by 13,000
years ago.
Since the formulation of the Clovisfirst model, many archaeologists have
questioned its validity as evidence of
earlier, pre-Clovis occupations was
discovered at sites scattered over North
and South America. Proponents of a
pre-Clovis occupation of the Americas
have presented archaeological evidence,
pointed out inconsistencies with the
Clovis-first hypothesis as new data
became available, and proposed alternative routes into the Americas by boat
from Asia and Europe. These proponents
suggest that people may have been in
the Americas 15,000, 20,000 or even
25,000 years ago.
The North Star Program at Texas
A&M is at the forefront of this debate.
Above: A Clovis spear point is shown in
place during a 2000 dig at the Gault site
in Central Texas.
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GIFTS STRENGTHEN CURRICULUM AND PROVIDE
MONEY FOR CARDIOVASCULAR RESEARCH

Dr. Jay Humphrey’s heart is in his research and his students.
And thanks to the support of Tommie Lohman ’59, whose heart is in Texas A&M University, Humphrey
is advancing cardiovascular research and preparing students to do the same.  Humphrey is the
Carolyn S. and Tommie E. Lohman ’59 Professor in Engineering Education as well as a Regents’
Professor (a designation awarded by The Texas A&M University System) in the Department of
Biomedical Engineering.  A recognized expert in cardiovascular mechanics, Humphrey has
published three textbooks, provided chapters for 16 other books and encyclopedias, and has written more than 140 journal papers. He earned his Ph.D. in bioengineering from Georgia Institute
of Technology, where he studied the mechanics of the lungs. He then joined the cardiology division
at the Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine for a post-doctoral fellowship in cardiovascular science to learn more about the clinical side of the field. “I wanted to combine my love for
and interest in biology, physics and math. Biomedical engineering is how we put those together.”

A C a r d i o v a s c u l a r Ve n t u r e

oday, Humphrey focuses his research on diseases of the cardiovascular system: hypertension, atherosclerosis, aortic and cerebral aneurysms,
and cerebral vasospasm. “We use the same engineering principles to study structures such as arteries
that a civil engineer would use to study bridges,” he
says. “We use the same principles to study the flow of
blood through an artery that an aerospace engineer
would use to study aircraft. Because of the unique
features of the cardiovascular system, these principles must be extended to accommodate the biology.”
Through his research, Humphrey and his students have developed mathematical models to disprove long-standing clinical hypotheses on why
aneurysms enlarge and rupture. They also have
developed a new theory of “growth and remodeling” based on emerging ideas of mechanobiology,
and he says he hopes that theory will provide new
insight into the natural history of aneurysms and
their treatment.
He and his students have used these fundamental ideas to study the mechanics of cataract surgery, the most common surgery performed in the

Dr. Jay Humphrey, a biomedical engineering professor,
has been researching the mechanics of aneurysms and
cataract surgery.

Although most of his research funding — more
than $15 million to date—has come from federal
granting agencies such as the National Institutes of
Health (NIH), Humphrey says endowed gifts such as
the Lohmans’ are essential in his work. These donations support student research and post-doctoral
researchers and buy their supplies so they can demonstrate proof-of-concept, which in turn inspires agencies to support the full project with grant funds that
can be millions of dollars.

Dr. Jay Humphrey

United States. This research, supported in part by
Alcon Laboratories, a leading eye health care company in Fort Worth, could aid in the design of better artificial lenses for cataract surgery.
Humphrey also is engaged in teaching biomechanics and cardiovascular mechanics from the sophomore to Ph.D. levels. He is co-editor of Biomechanics
and Modeling in Mechanobiology, an international journal he helped create in 2002. Recent industry assessments show it is a leading journal in the discipline.
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For example, a $25,000 interdisciplinary life sciences grant (public funds) from Texas A&M’s Office
of the Vice President for Research enabled testing
of an idea that led to a $3 million NIH grant. Without the initial grant, Humphrey says he and his colleagues—Dr. Theresa Fossum and Dr. Matthew Miller
from the College of Veterinary Medicine, and Dr.
Lih Kuo and Dr. Emily Wilson from the College of
Medicine — would not have made as strong a case
for the federal grant.

Proceeds from the Lohmans’ endowment —
private funds held by the Texas A&M Foundation —
provide a similar benefit. “The Lohman professorship gives me the freedom to test novel ideas,”
Humphrey says. “Getting ‘pilot data,’ or preliminary
results, to demonstrate feasibility is essential to
pushing an idea forward, and that kind of leverage
is crucial. Gifts allow us to get more on the cutting
edge, to try things not tried by others, and that’s
what leads to cures and treatments.”
To o l s f o r Te a c h i n g

y its nature, biomedical engineering attracts
high-achieving students who are motivated
because the issues they tackle are challenging and
affect quality of life. Most go on to medical school,
into graduate research and teaching, or into industry.
The endowed professorship allows Humphrey to
provide the strongest possible program for his students. He says his students are not only great assets
in the laboratory, they also have contributed to books
by asking probing questions, thinking of novel ideas
for research papers, and even providing editorial
assistance —all supported by proceeds from the
Lohman professorship. “Our students are so bright,
they force you to present the right ideas in the right
ways,” Humphrey says.
Stipends or wages from the professorship allow
undergraduate students to participate in lab research
and allow graduate students to devote their full
attention to research. In addition, significant leadership in the lab comes from funding for post-doctoral
students who have finished a Ph.D. but seek additional training. The Lohmans’ generosity also provides money that students need to get their findings
published in books and journals.
F ro m R e s e a rc h t o T re a t m e n t
in One Department

hree thrust areas form the core of the biomedical engineering department: cardiovascular mechanics and mechanobiology; biomedical
imaging and sensing; and biomaterials and medical
devices.
Humphrey and other faculty members researching cardiovascular mechanics apply principles of engi-

neering to study diseases of the body’s vasculature.
Studying the progression and causes of these diseases
can lead to decisions about treatment. Meanwhile,
colleagues in the department develop technology for
imaging whole organs and even individual molecules,
and this technology is crucial for basic science and
clinical treatment of disease. Once progression and
cause are known, a third group of colleagues works
to develop treatments that include pharmacological techniques such as controlled release of drugs as
well as surgical and medical devices (and the development of biomaterials for use in these devices). In
this way, Humphrey says, the department is unique
because these three circles intersect and overlap.
“This department was developed to be highly
interdisciplinary,” Humphrey says. “When we think
of health care, we think first of the family doctor or
of a hospital. But deeper than that are diagnostic
and therapeutic medical devices such as MRIs,
valves, stents, pacemakers, artificial lenses, knees and
hips, and so much more. Those are all developed
by engineers in collaboration with basic scientists
and clinicians.
“This is a great place for cutting-edge research
in biomedical engineering, but to do that, we need
state-of-the-art instrumentation and equipment, and
we need talented students and post-docs. The generous support of advocates like Tommie and Carolyn
Lohman helps us in so many ways.” 
—lesley kriewald ’99

For more information about how you can support
the Dwight Look College of Engineering, contact:
Don Birkelbach ’ 70
Senior Director of Development
Dwight Look College of Engineering
Texas A & M Foundation
(800) 392-3310

d-birkelbach @ tamu.edu
giving.tamu.edu
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DO∂OR T∞ILORS SCHOL∞RSHIP TO ∞ID
∞GGIES FROμ CORRIG∞∂, TEX∞S
Melvin Harrison ’52 credits his high school
English teacher with igniting his burning
desire for a degree from Texas A & M . Now
Harrison is passing the torch by funding
scholarships for current and future Aggies.
Corrigan teacher Aline Rothe inspired
Harrison to become an Aggie, and he in turn
is helping others from that Polk County
town to attend A & M . Jeffrey Frankens ’ 11
is the current recipient of the Melvin and
Paul Harrison Endowed Scholarship, which
honors the donor’s brother, Paul ’56, who
has a petroleum engineering degree from
Texas A & M .
That scholarship gives a preference
to Corrigan students, and its influence
ultimately may reach thousands of miles:
Frankens, whose major is international
studies and minor is Arabic, hopes to provide humanitarian aid to the poor in Middle
Eastern countries such as Yemen, Jordan
and Syria after graduation. This summer,
he will go to Tunisia to help residents there
learn conversational English.
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A scholarship established by Melvin
Harrison ’52 helps Jeffrey Frankens ’11,
another Aggie from Corrigan in East
Texas.
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As a teacher, Rothe encouraged
Harrison and many other students to
pursue higher education. In her free
time, she also was a historian, author
and community developer. During her
later years, Rothe wrote Kalita’s People:
A History of the Alabama-Coushatta
Indians of Texas. That book led to more

J E F F R E Y F R A N K E N S ’11
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giving: She donated all proceeds to
developing the Murphy Memorial
Library and Museum of Livingston,
which is the Polk County seat.
Rothe was one of four women and
two men who earned a master’s degree
in education from the University of
Texas in Depression-era 1934. After
her husband, R. L. Rothe ’41, earned
a civil engineering degree from Texas
A&M, the couple settled in Corrigan,
where she immersed herself in the
education system of Polk County.
Aline Rothe knew that Harrison
was a strong math and science student
and that he was from a big family with
limited education and financial resources.
Harrison grew up
with five siblings.
He describes his
childhood summers as deep
in farm work.
“No one in my
family had graduated
from high school. There
was no talk about college,” he
says. “But there was Aline Rothe.”
Harrison, who retired from
ExxonMobil in January 1995
after rising to senior vice president,
owes much to her. “Without Rothe’s
help and influence, I believe I would
not have attended college,” Harrison
says. “She was special.”
Cheered on by Rothe, Harrison
investigated colleges through catalogs
in the school library. He narrowed
the field to Texas A&M and Texas
Tech.

Rothe arranged for him to ride
with the Polk County A&M Club to visit
the campus, which sealed his intent.
Rothe also arranged for Harrison to
travel to A&M to compete, along with
others from schools throughout Texas,
for an Opportunity Award scholarship. Initial results were discouraging: Harrison was notified that only
32 scholarships were available and he
ranked 33rd.
HARRISON GETS A BREAK

With Rothe’s encouragement, Harrison
reported to student housing on the
Bryan air base in 1948. He brought
with him only his winnings from a
county calf scramble, a footlocker full
of personal possessions and the hope
he could afford his first year.
“By the second semester of my
freshman year, I could see that I wasn’t going to have enough money to
finish the year. Then I received a call
from the dean of students that I needed to see him. He told me one of the
32 guys who had won the Opportunity
Award had dropped out. I was next in
line, so I could have the $150 for that
year. And that got me over the hump.”
In 1953, he received bachelor of
science degrees in mechanical engineering and petroleum engineering
under a special program that allowed
him to finish both degrees in five years.
Harrison served two years as a first
lieutenant in the Army, married Mary
Lou Minica (they have four children
and six grandchildren) and went to
work for Humble Oil, which became
ExxonMobil. Aline Rothe’s support
led Harrison to a 42-year career that
carried him to California, numerous
Texas locations, New York and even
Libya with ExxonMobil.
LEGACY OF GIVING

Through Harrison’s generosity,
Frankens also feels the effects of
Rothe’s encouragement. Growing up
in Corrigan, Frankens faced chal-

Aline and R. L. Rothe ’41 are well-remembered in Corrigan. The R. L. Rothe Memorial Municipal
Building serves as Corrigan’s city hall. The Rothes reared Frank Barringer, whose concept and
financial support were critical in erecting the building. Barringer dedicated it to Rothe in 1982.

lenges, too. When he was 16, his mother died, leaving behind a husband and
two sons. But his mother set an important example for Frankens. “My mom
was a nurse,” he says. “She loved serving people, and so do I. I think I got
it from her.”
Frankens says he fell in love with
A&M after discovering its rich tradition
and spirit at Fish Camp. Despite the
small-town background, Frankens, who
was one of 61 in his high school graduating class, acclimated quickly to
A&M’s large student body. “My first
class was bigger than my high school.
I love that at A&M —even though there
are 46,000 students—every time you
walk down the street to class, you see
somebody you know.”
After graduation, he hopes to
spend two years in the Peace Corps,
working in economic development programs, youth camps and other humanitarian initiatives in underdeveloped
Middle Eastern countries. In short,
Frankens hopes to help others just as
his mother, Rothe and Harrison
helped him.
Harrison’s motivation is straightforward: “I see that I came very close
to not going to college. It bothers me
that there are so many talented young
people out there who do not have the
opportunity to realize their potential

because of financial and other considerations. There are so many people
who would do well, and it’s a loss to
the country, our society and the individual, that their talent goes to waste.”
HELPING BACK HOME

Harrison’s gifts, which are managed
by the Texas A&M Foundation, have
created six scholarships in addition
to the one for Frankens.
Harrison has multiplied his giving through the ExxonMobil Foundation’s Educational Matching Gift Program. The program provides 3-to-1
matching funds of as much as $22,500
a year for a donation of $7,500 or more
from ExxonMobil employees, retirees
and surviving spouses. In 2007,
ExxonMobil Foundation presented a
check for more than $1 million to the
Texas A&M Foundation for funds
matching their donors’ gifts under
this program.
The Melvin and Paul Harrison
Endowed Scholarship, established with
a $90,000 endowment, aims to nurture
education in Corrigan and Polk
County. The endowment can fund a
generous stipend for one Aggie — an
incoming freshman or a transfer student—who graduated from Corrigan
High School. If Corrigan lacks a qualified student, a student from Polk

County will be chosen. Incoming
freshmen must be in the top 10 percent of their class, and transfer students must have a 3.0 grade-point average (GPA). Students must maintain at
least a 3.0 GPA to keep the scholarship.
(Harrison’s Aline Rothe Endowed
Scholarship, funded with $90,000, also
gives preference to Corrigan students
and requires a minimum 3.0 GPA.)
Harrison understands the power
of scholarships: “I want to help someone who could be very successful in
whatever field they choose to go into—
if they were just given the encouragement, the assistance and the nudge
to do it.”
Frankens hopes to pass the torch
himself. “I would love to follow in Mr.
Harrison’s footsteps and help other
kids in Corrigan who don’t have the
money, perhaps because their parents
didn’t go to college. I think the scholarship helps open doors for kids.”
From Rothe to Harrison to
Frankens to the Middle East, and on
to the next student empowered by a
generous donor, scholarships help students realize their potential.
“I think Texas A&M teaches people
to give back,” Frankens says. “Someone from our town has been successful enough in life to give back to his
town. That really encourages people
in our town to attend college.” 
—mikaela davis ’09

For information about how you can
support an undergraduate or graduate
student, contact:
Jody Ford ’ 99
Director of Development –
Scholarship Programs
Texas A & M Foundation
(800) 392-3310 or (979) 845-8161

fund-a-scholarship @ tamu.edu
giving.tamu.edu
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College of Geosciences

Benefactor
Texas A&M University has trained many leaders and
giants of the oil industry. Alumni such as Michel T.
Halbouty ’30, Dan A. Hughes ’51, Dudley J. Hughes ’51,
Clayton W. Williams Jr. ’54 and George P. Mitchell ’40
are widely known for their contributions to the oil industry and for their Aggie spirit.

A $ 250,000 donation by Priscilla “Cyd”
and Tom Kelly ’53 will help the College
of Geosciences keep Aggies at Texas A & M
when they pursue their master’s degrees
as well as attract top grad students from
other schools.
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Even more than in the past, today’s
challenge of supplying enough energy
to meet world demand requires that
Texas A&M educate tomorrow’s giants.
They will envision and then help transition the world from conventional
forms of energy to those yet unrealized.
As former students and supporters of
Texas A&M, you can provide support
for our most valuable resource, Aggie
geology majors, so they can assert the
same level of expertise and leadership
exemplified by the giants who preceded them at our great university.
Our bachelor’s degree holders are
sought after by the finest academic
institutions in the country. Most are
recruited to go elsewhere —lured by
significant graduate fellowships—to
earn the master’s degrees required for
their careers.
To keep these students at Texas
A&M and to attract the best students
from other institutions, we must provide competitive graduate fellowships
in geology and geophysics. About 28
students receive bachelor’s degrees each
year from the Department of Geology
and Geophysics (24 in geology and four
in geophysics). On average, only two of

The Michel T. Halbouty Geosciences Building
has vintage architecture inside and out, but
classrooms and laboratories are state-of-the-art.

those students remain at A&M to enter
our master’s degree program (see chart
on facing page); 93 percent leave.
A $22,000- to $25,000-per-academicyear graduate fellowship is necessary
to compete with other graduate programs and return Aggies to A&M for
their graduate studies. An endowment
of $500,000 provides this level of support. And it will continue to support
endless generations of Aggie geologists
and geophysicists. Our goal is to create 26 master’s degree fellowships in

Dr. Christopher C. Mathewson teaches
a geology class in the Dudley Hughes ’51
Lecture Hall in the Michel T. Halbouty
Geosciences Building.

petroleum geosciences. This goal is
consistent with Texas A&M’s longrange plan, Vision 2020, and the Texas
A&M Foundation’s Operation Spirit
and Mind, a multiyear, $300 million
scholarship initiative to fund at least
2,000 new scholarships and graduate
fellowships.
In response to the college’s efforts
to keep these students at Texas A&M,
Priscilla and Thomas E. Kelly ’53 committed $250,000 to create a fellowship
that will continuously fund one graduate student as he or she earns a master’s degree in the Department of
Geology and Geophysics.
The Kellys’ gift will make A&M a
possibility for our graduate students
and infuse research at the same time,
ultimately lending greater stature to
Texas A&M. Their gift is just the beginning. It’s the first of what I hope will
be tremendous support for the petroleum geosciences fellowship program
channeled through Operation Spirit
and Mind.
Every challenge is but an opportunity to an Aggie, and today our

opportunity is to secure funding for
this worthy goal. Who better to help
us build this bridge to a solution than
our former students?

RETENTION OF AGGIE
G E O S C I E N C E S G R A D U AT E S

SM

How will you help?

An individual or group can establish
an endowment with a gift that can be
paid over a period of up to five years
using cash, securities or real estate,
or using matching gifts. You can also
create a future endowment through a
planned gift.
Help us rebuild and reclaim our
heritage. Please contact me with any
questions about how you can make this
goal become a reality and help us keep
alive the legacy of Aggie giants. 
— by diane barron ’81
director of development
college of geosciences
texas a & m foundation
( 8 0 0 ) 3 9 2 - 3 3 1 0 o r (9 7 9 ) 8 6 2 - 4 9 4 4
d-barron @ tamu.edu
giving.tamu.edu
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MAJORS

GEO PHYSICS
MAJORS

6

1

7

9

4

13

Fall ’07
Spring ’07
Summer ’07

TOTAL

1

1

2

Total ’07

16

6

22

Fall ’06
Spring ’06
Summer ’06

8

0

8

12

4

16

9

0

9

Total ’06

29

4

33

Fall ’05
Spring ’05
Summer ’05

4

1

5

15

3

18

4

0

4

Total ’05

23

4

27

Fall ’04
Spring ’04
Summer ’04

8

1

9

13

2

15

6

0

6

Total ’04

27

3

30

4 -Year Total

95

17

112

4 -Year Average

24

4

28

Number of graduates to enter
master’s program in 2008

2

Number of graduates to enter
master’s program in 2007

2
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@

The Texas A & M Foundation, based in the
Jon L. Hagler Center (above), has contingency plans for dealing with today’s uncertain
economy. The Foundation’s financial
managers are confident they will meet the
challenge.
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Foundation Coping With Economy,

Changes at the Foundation

Cuts Spending About 14 Percent

Don Birkelbach ’70
became senior director of development
at the Dwight Look
College of Engineering on Jan. 1. He
previously was the
Foundation’s senior Don Birklebach ’70
director of development for the College of Science. Birkelbach joined the
Foundation in 2001 after 27 years with
Dow Chemical Co. He and his wife,
Shirley, have two daughters, Sandra ’04
and Candace ’07 Birkelbach.
Jennifer Hester ’98 has served as a
director of development at the College of Engineering
since Feb. 1. Hester
joined the Foundation in 2006 as
director of development for the Mays
Business School.
Jennifer Hester ’98 Previously she had
worked at Viscern, a fundraising company in Dallas..
Jody Ford ’99 became the Foundation’s director of development for
scholarship programs on Feb. 16.
Ford, who joined
the Foundation in
2005, previously
served the College
of Agriculture and
Life Sciences as
Jody Ford ’99

Although it is faring better than most
of its counterparts around the nation,
the Texas A&M Foundation is experiencing reduced investment returns
because of the recession. During the
2008 fiscal year (ending June 30, 2008),
the Foundation’s long-term investment
pool earned 0.2 percent. From July 1
through Dec. 31, 2008, this pool had
lost about 24 percent.
The Foundation Investment Committee has positioned the portfolio to
take advantage of the distressed markets and invest in assets that are undervalued. Unlike many similar organizations, the Texas A&M Foundation had
preserved sufficient cash and liquidity
in its portfolio to avoid having to sell
holdings in a falling market.
The Foundation also is taking a
hard look at its spending. In anticipation of reduced endowment earnings,
it reduced the 2009 budget about 14
percent.
No one has a crystal ball that tells
how long the recession will last. Foundation financial experts say the organization plans for the long-term, knowing
that the endowments it manages will
be around forever. They have drawn
up contingency plans for dealing with
further economic upheaval and are
confident they will meet current and
future challenges.

interim director of development and
as assistant director for development.
Before joining the Foundation, he
worked in Texas A&M’s student financial aid office. Ford and his wife,
Jennifer, are the parents of a daughter,
Skylar, 4, and a son, Hunter, 2.
Angela Throne ’03 is the new
assistant gift planning officer at the
Foundation. Throne will be responsible for the development, administration and execution
of planned giving
programs in Brazos
County while also
coordinating the
marketing efforts Angela Throne ’03
for Foundation gift planning. She
has worked at the Foundation since
February 2004, first in research and
most recently in gift planning. She and
her husband, Andy, are the parents
of 7-month-old Owen.
New Foundation Faces

Monica L. Delisa
joined the Foundation in mid-February
as the senior director of development
for the College of
Agriculture and Life
Sciences. Delisa preMonica L. Delisa
viously held many development roles
associated with the University of
Arizona, including director of major
gifts for its Arizona Health Sciences
Center and director of development for
the Steele Children’s Research Center.
She brings her husband, Vince, and
daughters Sofia, 7, and Gina, 16, with
her to College Station. The couple’s
oldest daughter, Marlina, attends East
Tennessee State University.
Victoria Masters ’05 joined the
Foundation in August as a development associate in the Mays Business
School, from which she received her
bachelor’s degree in marketing. She
previously worked at Eagle Golf Corp.

in Fort Worth. Her
extended family
includes her dog,
Annabelle, whose
claim to fame is
that you can ask her
whether she would
rather be a t-sip or Victoria Masters ’05
dead, and “she will dramatically play
dead,” Masters says.
 we b e x t r a : giving.tamu.edu/publications

Melody Smith Retires in Fall

Senior administrative assistant Melody
Smith retired in September after 18
years’ service to the Foundation. Smith
assisted Senior Vice President for
Development Jim Palincsar.
She also served as a friend and
mentor to Foundation employees and
university colleagues. From her desk
at the Hagler Center—just around the
corner from the reception desk—Smith
assisted donors and played a major role
in the Foundation’s growth.
“Melody has been a great asset to
our organization and demonstrated her
heartfelt commitment to Texas A&M
for many years,” Palincsar says. “She
has been a great help to me and to the
many people whose lives she touched.
I wish her all the best in retirement.”
Smith and her husband, Roland,
who is semi-retired from the A&M’s
Department of Agricultural Economics, have five children and three
grandchildren. They plan to spend
more time with their family in the
Bryan/College Station area and traveling.
“I really enjoyed my time at the
Foundation because of the people,
especially Jim Palincsar,” Smith said.
“I’ll miss my co-workers and our donors
but look forward to moving on to the
next phase of my life and vacationing
in the Montana wilderness.”

Update Your E-mail Address

To communicate as quickly and
inexpensively as possible, the Texas
A & M Foundation is collecting email addresses for former students
and other supporters. We hope to
use e-mail more as we reduce our
dependence on paper materials that
have an environmental impact.
For instance, if you wish, we
can use your e-mail address to
notify you that Spirit is available
online. (You can sign up to receive
Spirit online at giving.tamu.edu;
go to Publications, then Sign Up
for Publications.)
If you have an e-mail account but
have not been receiving e-mails containing Foundation news — and at
least two of those were sent out
last fall — please send your e-mail
address to amfoundation @ tamu.edu
so we may contact you electronically.
You may also update this information by filling out and mailing the
self-addressed, postage-paid reply
card on the back cover of this
magazine. The Foundation stores
this information in a secure, confidential database that it shares
with The Association of Former
Students. We use our constituents’
addresses only to support Texas
A & M University; we do not sell this
information.
Please include your class year
(if applicable) and a physical mailing address so we can connect your
e-mail address to the correct record
in our database. If you have a
different surname from the one
used when you graduated, please
include it.
We hope to hear from you.
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The mule Old Beck (center) was such a
celebrity that her head was stuffed, mounted
and hung in the Agriculture Building.

Caper Started at Rodeo, Ended at Prof’s Door
In 1951, high-spirited Aggies hijacked a mounted mule’s head from
the Agriculture Building and used the object to poke some fun at
a favorite professor. The story began unfolding during a rodeo …
During the late 1940s and early 1950s,
the A&M Rodeo Club held a latewinter rodeo in the livestock arena
located roughly between the library
and the System Administration Building. A “greased pig” contest was often
part of the rodeo. Various Corps of
Cadets units entered two-man teams in
these contests. And on a cold, rainy
Saturday in 1951, “A” Engineers competed with a two-man team.
When entering the contest, the
teams envisioned that the term “pig”
was a relatively truthful term describing a small member of the hog family.
But when the teams arrived at the
arena, they were shocked that the pigs
to be caught looked like feral hogs
weighing 80 or 100 pounds. They were
penned outside in the cold rain, and
a rodeo volunteer was sloshing used
motor oil on them from a metal
bucket. The weather did nothing to
improve the disposition of the “pigs.”
In any case, the “A” Engineers
team caught its two pigs and held them
down long enough to win. First prize
was a keg of beer. The winners hauled
the keg back to Dorm 4, the building
in which the Engineer units (“A” and
“B” companies) were housed. They
invited all who wished to imbibe.
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During these years of few automobiles on campus and no girls, boredom
often set in on Saturday evenings.
After a few beers, one student suggested the group go and “steal” Old
Beck. Old Beck was a mule that gave
birth, and her head was mounted in
the Agriculture Building. Because
nearly all mules are sterile, Old Beck
—aka Becky—was quite a celebrity in
the agriculture kingdom.
A small group made up mainly of
civil engineering students proceeded
to the locked Agriculture Building and
somehow got inside. The group carried
Old Beck on foot to the Civil Engineering Building (at that time it was

called Nagle Hall) and placed the head
on Dr. Sol Wright’s door. Wright, the
department head, was widely admired
by faculty and students.
The students thought Old Beck
was not appropriately dressed for the
occasion, so they gave him a hat and
sunglasses, and stuck a cigarette in his
mouth. Under the mounted Old Beck,
they placed a sign that read “THE
OTHER END RESIDES HEREIN.”
On Monday morning, Old Beck
was the star of the department. Only
a week before, a distinguished professor had lectured during a senior seminar that one problem with engineers
was that they had no sense of humor.
This professor did not find the Old
Beck caper humorous, however, and let
the students know how disrespectful it
was in no uncertain terms.
But Wright thought it was hilarious and told the staff to leave the
mule’s head in place until at least noon
so all the students could see it. He realized that the students thought the
world of him or they never would
have pulled such a stunt. He seemed
to enjoy it as much as the students,
and his reaction only increased their
affection for him.
And that’s the story of Old Beck,
the mule caper! 
— by al rollins ’51

Al Rollins ’51, shown in the 1950 Aggie
yearbook, majored in civil engineering.

Contact
Get in touch with the
Texas A & M Foundation
401 George Bush Drive
College Station, Texas 77840-2811
Toll-free: (800) 392-3310
Phone: (979) 845-8161
Fax: (979) 845-3973
giving.tamu.edu
amfoundation @ tamu.edu
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j-ford@tamu.edu
(979) 845-8161 or 218-7368
College Programs
College of Agriculture & Life Sciences

Monica L. Delisa
Senior Director of Development
m-delisa@tamu.edu
(979) 458-2204
Lee Ann Knox ’02
Assistant Director of Development
l-knox@tamu.edu
(979) 845-4740 or 847-9314
College of Architecture

Larry Zuber
Senior Director of Development
l-zuber@tamu.edu
(979) 845-0939
Mays Business School

David Hicks ’75
Senior Director of Development
david-hicks@tamu.edu
(979) 845-2904 or 458-1452
Victoria Masters ’05
Development Associate
v-masters@tamu.edu
(979) 845-2775 or 571-4719
College of Education & Human Development

Steve Blomstedt ’83
Director of Development
s-blomstedt@tamu.edu
(979) 847-8655

Departments of Chemical, Nuclear, and
Industrial and Systems Engineering

Andrew Acker
Director of Development
a-acker@tamu.edu
(979) 845-5113
Departments of Computer Science
and Petroleum Engineering

Brady Bullard ’95
Director of Development
b-bullard@tamu.edu
(979) 845-5113
Departments of Aerospace and
Mechanical Engineering

Jennifer Hester ’98
Director of Development
j-hester@tamu.edu
(979) 845-5113
Departments of Electrical and Computer
Engineering, and Engineering Technology
& Industrial Distribution

Jay Roberts ’05
Assistant Director of Development
j-roberts@tamu.edu
(979) 845-5113
Departments of Biomedical and
Civil Engineering

John Small ’92
Director of Development
j-small@tamu.edu
(979) 845-5113
Texas A & M University at Galveston

Jack O’Brien ’95
Director of Development
jack-obrien@tamu.edu
(409) 741-4030
College of Geosciences

Diane Barron ’81
Director of Development
d-barron@tamu.edu
(979) 845-3651
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The George Bush School of Government
& Public Service

Jerome Rektorik ’65
Director of Development
jrektorik@tamu.edu
(979) 458-8035
College of Liberal Arts

John Knudsen
Senior Director of Development
j-knudsen@tamu.edu
(979) 845-5192

Contact

Larry Walker II ’97
Assistant Director of Development
l-walker@tamu.edu
(979) 458-1304
College of Science

Sharon Smith ’04
Assistant Director of Development
s-smith@tamu.edu
(979) 458-4393
Student Affairs

Cindy Brown Munson ’99
Assistant Director of Development
c-munson@tamu.edu
(979) 458-1689
Corps of Cadets

Brian Bishop ’91
Director of Development
bishop@tamu.edu
(979) 862-4085
College of Veterinary Medicine
& Biomedical Sciences

Bubba Woytek ’64
Senior Development Officer &
Director of External Relations
b-woytek@tamu.edu
(979) 845-9043
Guy Sheppard ’76
Director of Development
g-sheppard@tamu.edu
(979) 845-9043
Private Enterprise Research Center

Jerome Rektorik ’65
Director of Development
jrektorik@tamu.edu
(979) 458-8035
Corporate & Foundation Relations

Jim Keller ’63
Senior Director of Development
jimkeller@tamu.edu
(979) 845-8161
Al Pulliam ’87
Director of Development
apulliam@tamu.edu
(979) 845-8161
Office of Planned Giving

Glenn Pittsford ’72
Assistant Vice President for Gift Planning
g-pittsford@tamu.edu
(979) 845-8161
William Fusselman ’95
Gift Planning Officer
w-fusselman@tamu.edu
(979) 845-8161
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Mark Matthews ’80
Gift Planning Officer
m-matthews@tamu.edu
(979) 845-8161
Angela Throne ’03
Assistant Gift Planning Officer
a-throne@tamu.edu
(979) 845-8161
Real Estate Services

Tim Walton ’90
Director
t-walton@tamu.edu
(979) 845-8161
Regional Major Gifts

Bill Estes
Regional Director of Major Gifts
(North and West Texas; Central Midwest)
b-estes@tamu.edu
(214) 812-7306 or (214) 812-7305
Andrew Key ’08
Development Associate
(Dallas-Fort Worth Area)
andrew-key@tamu.edu
(214) 812-7305
Matt Jennings ’95
Regional Director of Major Gifts
(Western States)
m-jennings@tamu.edu
(979) 845-8161
Ron Streibich
Regional Director of Major Gifts
(Gulf Coast)
r-streibich@tamu.edu
(713) 677-7411 or (281) 415-5520
David Wilkinson ’87
Regional Director of Major Gifts
(East Coast)
d-wilkinson@tamu.edu
(979) 845-8161
Trust Company

Gina Jett ’79
Manager
g-jett@tamu.edu
(979) 845-8161
Scholarship Programs

Marcy Ullmann ’86
Manager
m-ullmann@tamu.edu
(979) 845-8161
Donor Relations

Lynn Harris
Manager
lynn-harris@tamu.edu
(979) 845-8161
Gift Processing

Ann Lovett ’81
Manager
a-lovett@tamu.edu
(979) 845-8161

Letters
MASTERMIND OF STEVENSON
C E N T E R D E S E RV E S C R E D I T

I recently received a copy of the Fall 2008
Spirit —a beautiful publication!

Being a veterinarian, the article on
the Stevenson Companion Animal Life
Care Center was my first read and I was
shocked to discover that the individual
most responsible for that center was
never mentioned! How sad!
The idea for that facility was incubated
in the mind of Dr. Ned Ellett in the early
to mid-1970s. At that time he was head
of the Small Animal Clinic at the college
and I believe Mrs. Stevenson was a client
of his—I know the two spent many hours,
even years, discussing the possibility of
that idea coming to fruition. When finally
it did come, Dr. Ellett tragically died
knowing his efforts were not in vain, yet

never seeing the embodiment of their
efforts, which even included prospective
drawings.
Too often, I fear, we too quickly and
easily forg et the contributions of those who
went before us.
— wal te r ju li ff ’ 4 5
E d i t o r’s note: Both the Te x a s A & M
Foundation and the Stevenson Companion
Animal Care Center acknowledge this
omission. The Stevenson Center was
indeed Ellett’s brainchild, and he planned
the original building. The center was
dedicated in March 1 9 9 3, and Ellett
died later that year, so he did live to
see his dream to fruition. We re g ret
the oversight.
ORANGE COVER INCITES EMOTION

The cover of the Fall 2 0 0 8 issue of Spirit
f e a t u red Doug Monkhouse ’1 0 in fro n t
of a bright-orange metal stru c t u re on the
c o n s t ruction site of his Dallas intern s h i p .
Spirit staff members had several photos
of Monkhouse but felt this image was the
most enticing and powerful editorially.
Ten Aggies from class years ’6 0 t o
’8 8 e-mailed the Foundation to state

their dissatisfaction with the orangedominated cover. “It’s not just a color, ”
said one member of the class of ’8 4. “It’s
a re p resentation of an ideology to which
Texas A &M is opposed.” Another said
“our rivalry with t.u. is the corn e r s t o n e
and fervor of the spirit of Aggieland.”
The Texas A &M Foundation has
the highest respect for Texas A &M
U n i v e r s i t y, its history and traditions —
including our rivalry with t.u. We spend
our days working with generous form e r
students and friends to support academics,
student leadership programs, facilities
and all of the things that make A & M
unique. We meant no disrespect in choosing the photograph. Our only intent was
to showcase the remarkable impact one
gift can make in the lives of Aggies.
In future editorial decisions, we will
consider reaction to the color orange.
—so nd r a w h ite ’ 8 7 , ed it or
Corrections: Two listings for Honor Roll in the
fall issue of Spirit had errors. The correct listings
are: Bruce McMillan Jr. College Grant Program
(for undergraduates) and Glenda Anne Birkhead
Bequest–William G. Birkhead ’47 Scholarship–
Civil Engineering.
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Requests & Comments: Winter 2009

Please contact me about making a gift to Texas A&M.

The Texas A&M Foundation publishes Spirit magazine three
times a year for former students and friends who support the
Spirit and Mind of Texas A&M University. If you have a comment or question, take a moment to fill out this form and mail
it postage-free, or e-mail us at amfoundation@tamu.edu.
Thank you.
®

first name

last

cl ass ye ar

city

s t at e

z ip code

home ph one

d ay t i m e p h o n e

stre et a dd ress

e-mai l ad dre ss

Check here if:

New home address
New business address

I have a comment/question:

I’d like to know more about making an estate gift
(trusts, life insurance, bequests, gift annuities).
I’d like to know more about supporting the following:

Agriculture Programs
Architecture
Bush School of Gov’t.
Business Administration
Education
Engineering Programs
Geosciences
Liberal Arts
Science
Veterinary Medicine
TAMU Galveston

Corps of Cadets
Faculty Support
Honors Program
International Programs
Libraries
Scholarships/Fellowships
Student Life
University Press

Other:

You can contact the Texas A&M Foundation at the following:
401 George Bush Drive

College Station, Texas 77840-2811
(800) 392-3310 (979) 845-8161

amfoundation@tamu.edu
giving.tamu.edu

